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Abstract 

The traditional approach in today’s oil and gas process industry for verifying valve reliability 

is simplistic and provides little information regarding valve degradation mechanisms. 

Therefore, this bachelor thesis discusses new theories and concepts to help increase the 

reliability of safety critical valves, also known as a safety instrumented system. The thesis 

first describes the structure, working mechanism function and failure profile of an emergency 

shutdown ball valve. The failure modes and mechanisms have been taken from OREDA 

database for topside equipment. This information has been listed and then implemented into a 

failure tree analysis where the most common causes for each failure mechanism have 

been identified. Based on the knowledge gathered, detailed research work has been carried out 

to improve the diagnostics of valves. 

 

In the search for a solution to increase the reliability of emergency shutdown valves 

it is reasonable to look at industry 4.0 and its concepts. This is a digital revolution which 

implements concepts such as cyber-physical systems (CPS), industrial internet of 

things (IIoT) and cloud-based storage. Based on these concepts the thesis looks into the use of 

valve diagnostic systems for identifying the failure mechanisms of a valve subjected to 

degradation.  In this system, sensors and small computers makes it possible to continuously 

monitor the valve performance and store this data on cloud-based servers.  

 

An experimental test-rig located at MRC-Global workshop has been used to carry out case 

studies showing how to detect and locate different failure causes using diagnostic 

systems. The diagnostic results obtained from simulation of degraded valves were compared 

against healthy valves to identify "signature patterns". 

 

Finally, the traditional approach for valve reliability verification has been compared against 

the modern Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Cyber-Physical System (CPS) based 

diagnostic system. The comparative study shows that the implementation of the industry 4.0 

concepts considerably increases the reliability of valves. 
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Sammendrag 

Den tradisjonelle tilnærmingen i dagens olje- og gassprosessindustri for å verifisere ventilens 

pålitelighet er svært forenklet og gir lite informasjon om den faktiske ventiltilstand. I denne 

bacheloroppgaven diskuteres nye teorier og konsepter for hvordan en kan øke påliteligheten til 

sikkerhetskritiske ventiler, også kjent som et sikkerhetsinstrumentert system. Oppgaven 

beskriver først strukturen, arbeidsmekanismen og feilprofilen til en nødavstengningsventil. 

Feilmodiene og mekanismene er tatt fra OREDA-databasen for toppsideutstyr. Denne 

informasjonen er oppført og implementert i en feiltreetanalyse der de vanligste årsakene til hver 

feilmekanisme er identifisert. Basert på den innsamlede kunnskapen, har det blitt utført 

detaljerte undersøkelser for å forbedre diagnosen av ventiler. 

I søket etter en løsning for å øke påliteligheten til nødavstengningsventiler var det rimelig å se 

på industri 4.0 og dens konsepter. Dette er en digital revolusjon som innebærer at man 

implementerer begreper som cyber-fysiske systemer, industrielt internett av ting og skybasert 

lagring. Basert på disse konseptene ble det i denne bacheloroppgaven undersøkt bruken av 

ventildiagnostiske systemer for å identifisere feilmekanismene til en ventil som er utsatt for 

nedbrytning. I dette systemet kan sensorer og små datamaskiner kontinuerlig overvåke 

ventilens ytelse og lagre disse dataene på skybaserte servere. 

En eksperimentell testrigg på MRC Global sitt verksted har blitt brukt til å utføre casestudier 

som viser hvordan man oppdager og lokaliserer ulike feilårsaker ved hjelp av diagnostiske 

systemer. De diagnostiske resultatene som ble oppnådd fra simulerte degraderte ventiler, ble 

sammenlignet med friske ventiler for å identifisere "signaturmønstre". 

Tilslutt er den tradisjonelle tilnærmingen for ventilpålitelighetsbekreftelse sammenlignet med 

det moderne IIoT- og CPS-baserte diagnostiske systemet. Den komparative studien viser at 

implementeringen av industri 4.0 konseptene øker påliteligheten betydelig. 
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1.  Introduction 

In this chapter the background, research question, aim and scope of the thesis is given, alongside 

the assumptions, limitation and abbreviation used.  

1.1 Background 

In the oil and gas process industry there are a lot of safety instrumented systems (SIS) 

implemented in order to reduce the risk associated with operations. One type of SIS which is 

widely used in the industry are safety critical valves, such as emergency shutdown and 

emergency blow down valves. The importance of maintaining the functions of these valves is 

vital, since a failure may lead to accidents with severe consequences for life, assets and/or the 

environment. The normative approach in reassuring valve reliability which is widely adopted 

in today’s industry gives little diagnostic information of the valves performance or condition. 

It is therefore important to implement new concepts and ideas to improve the diagnostic of such 

valves to increase their reliability. This thesis will therefore look to the fourth industrial 

revolution, industry 4.0 for new concepts to use in the search for increased reliability of safety 

critical valves.  

1.2 Research Question 

How can concepts of industry 4.0 help in improving the diagnostic of ball valve and actuator 

assemblies to increase their reliability? 

1.3 Aim of the Project 

Aim of this thesis is to find methods to improve reliability of ball valve and actuator assemblies 

using concepts of industry 4.0.  

1.4 Scope of Work 

The thesis will focus on the following: 

- Description of valve actuator assemblies and the different failures of these 

- Current practices of identifying these failures 

- Introduction to industry 4.0 concepts and a description of sensors 

- Identifying failures using modern diagnostic tools  
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- Introduce approach to understand and interpret diagnostic data in order to identify 

failures (Case Studies) 

- Conclusion and further research 

1.5 Limitations 

The limitation set in this thesis are: 

- The only failures that will be researched is: 

▪ Blocked exhaust in the Solenoid 

▪ Actuator leakage 

▪ High friction on ball valve 

- Focusing only on emergency shutdown valve assemblies consisting of: 

▪ Ball valve, pneumatically driven scotch-yoke actuator and solenoid valve. 

- Economical aspect is not considered. 

1.6 Structure of Report 

The structure of this report is as following: 

Chapter 1 – Introduction of project: Research question, aim, scope, background, etc…   

Chapter 2 – Background theory: Description of valve actuator assembly and its failures, current 

practices, an introduction to industry 4.0 and its concepts, a description of sensors and valve 

diagnostic systems 

Chapter 3 – Methods: Information on how theoretical and experimental data is gathered. 

Chapter 4 – Results: Interpret data gathered from tests carried out with the use of valve 

diagnostic systems.  

Chapter 5 – Discuss the difference between normative approach and the use of cyber-physical 

systems 

Chapter 6 – Conclusion and discuss further research. 
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1.7 Abbreviations 

The abbreviation used in this thesis are listed below: 

AIR – Abnormal Instrument Reading 

CPS – Cyber-Physical System 

DOP – Delayed Operation 

ELP – External Leakage: Process medium 

ELU – External Leakage: Utility medium 

ESD – Emergency Shutdown 

FEE – Front End Electronic 

FTA – Fault Tree Analysis 

FTC – Fail to Close on Demand 

FTO – Fail to Open on Demand 

IIOT – Industrial Internet of Things 

INL – Internal Leakage  

KPI – Key Performance Indicator 

LCP – Valve Leakage in Closed Position 

MAST – Maximum Allowed Stem Torque  

OPC – Open Platform Communication 

PST – Partial Stroke Test 

ROC – Read Out Controller 

SIS – Safety Instrumented System 

STD – Structural Deficiency  

WNUAS – Western Norway University of Applied Sciences 
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2. Background Theory  

This chapter consists of a description of a valve actuator assembly, failures that may be found 

in this assembly and the current ways of identifying these failures. It includes an introduction 

to industry 4.0 and important concepts. In addition, the chapter also explains sensors, the valve 

diagnostic system and gaps. 

2.1 Description of Valve Actuator Assembly and its Key Performance Indicator  

A type of valve actuator assembly used in the oil and gas industry is an emergency shutdown 

valve (ESD). An ESD valve assembly can consist of a ball valve, a scotch yoke actuator and a 

solenoid valve. The ball valve includes a body, ball seat, ball disc, gasket and stem. The ball 

disc and ball seat create a tight shutoff when closed. The scotch yoke actuator key components 

are a supply pressure inlet and pressure chamber, piston, piston rod, scotch yoke and actuator 

spring. The two components are linked together through the stem.  

The scotch yoke actuator utilizes compressed air to 

operate, the supply pressure is controlled by a 

solenoid valve. A solenoid is an electromagnetic 

device which is controlled by electricity. When the 

solenoid receives an electrical current through the 

coil, a magnetic field is created within the solenoid 

which compress the spring and lifts the plunger so 

that the valve will be open for air to flow through.  

The supply pressure goes through the solenoid 

valve (while open) and into the actuator. Before the valve starts to travel the supply pressure 

must overcome the actuator spring force (a pneumatic operated scotch yoke actuator has an 

operation pressure from 3-14 bar). The supply pressure pushes the piston and piston rod into 

end position while compressing the actuator spring. The scotch yoke being fastened to the 

piston rod will travel with it, simultaneously turning the stem a quarter-turn and the ball valve 

into open position. If the solenoid loses the electrical current flowing through the coil the spring 

within it will decompress and the plunger closes the valve in the solenoid. The tension built up 

in the actuator spring then presses the piston and piston rod back into start position and the 

Figure 1 solenoid valve (Tameson, 2019) 
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scotch yoke closes the ball valve by turning the stem back a quarter-turn when supply pressure 

is cut off by the solenoid valve. 

While operating a ball valve actuator assembly three different sequences are viewed upon. 

These sequences are “break to”, “run to” and “end to” open/close and are known as key 

performance indicators (KPI). The most important key performance indicator is the maximum 

allowed stem torque (MAST). Maximum allowed stem torque is the torque required to deform 

or shear the stem and it is important that the force in the actuator do not exceed the maximum 

allowed stem torque.  

 

Figure 2 Scotch yoke actuator with ball valve (Paladon, 2018) 

 

2.2 Common Failures 

In order to evaluate methods for identifying failures a list of possible failures that may occur on 

a valve actuator assembly must be compiled. This list is based on the most common failure 

modes and mechanisms listed in OREDA’s database for topside equipment (2009, p. 495-538). 

The following failures where listed for ESD ball valves: 
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Table 1 List of common failures for ESD ball valve 

Common failure mode Common failure mechanism 

External leakage – Process medium (ELP) Corrosion 

Leakage 

Mechanical failure 

Fail to close on demand (FTC) Blockage/plugged 

Instrument failure 

Mechanical failure 

Sticking 

Fail to open on demand (FTO) Blockage/plugged 

Instrument failure 

Mechanical failure 

Internal leakage (INL) Leakage 

Material failure 

Mechanical failure 

Valve leakage in closed position (LCP) Leakage 

Wear 

Abnormal instrument readings (AIR) Blockage/plugged 

Breakage 

Corrosion 

Instrument failure 

Delayed operation (DOP) Mechanical failure 

No signal/indication/alarm 

Out of adjustment 

Structural deficiency (STD) Corrosion 

Instrument failure 

Material failure 

External influences 

External leakage – utility medium (ELU) Leakage 

Mechanical failure 
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2.3 Fault Tree Analysis 

The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is based on the common failure modes and mechanism listed in OREDA. 

 

 Figure 3 FTA of an ESD ball valve 
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Figure 4 Section one of FTA 
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Figure 5 Section two of FTA 
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Figure 6 Section three of FTA 

 

2.4 Current practices to identify failures 

In order to identify failures on safety instrumented systems (SIS) such as an emergency 

shutdown valves it is essential to run proof of function tests. According to the standard NOG 

070 (Norwegian Oil and Gas Association, 2018, p. 55) should such test be carried out annually, 

but the time interval may be subjected to change or be delayed if a Partial Stroke Test (PST) 

has been done. Partial stroke test is when a valve is partially closed and then reopened before 

fully closed. This gives an indication of valve movement. In this thesis only full proof of 

function tests will be evaluated and PST will therefore not be described in further detail. 

Today’s normative approach of proof testing is simplistic and provides little information about 
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the valve performance. The test is carried out by one person standing beside the ESD-valve 

with a stopwatch and confirms the closing time which includes the signal exchange time from 

ESD logic and solenoid valve. If the closing time is within the time limits the valve is approved, 

on the other hand if the valve closes too slow it will not be approved and needs to be subject to 

maintenance. The closing time limits for ESD-valves are 2 seconds per inch of valve size for 

safety critical valves when closing time is not specified. (PSA, 2010, p.14) Companies may 

have stricter requirements with closing time limits down to 1 second per inch. The challenge 

with the normative approach is that the amount of information gathered about valve 

performance is rather low. The only details are closing time and confirmation about the valve 

seal. This in turn means that the knowledge about the actual state of degradation on the ESD-

valve is very low and therefore the valve reliability is considered to be low. Reliability in this 

context means the likelihood of the valve working when it is needed.  

2.5 Industry 4.0 

In the search for a solution to increase the reliability of the safety instrumented systems 

mentioned above it is reasonable to look at industry 4.0 and its concepts. Industry 4.0 is the 

name that refer to the fourth industrial revolution which involves digitalization and the 

application of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), The Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT), cloud 

computing, big data and smart objects into the operations. (Gobbo Jr. et al., 2018, p. 374) The 

concepts of industry 4.0 has been widely accepted and adopted within the manufacturing 

industry, but with regards to valves it has to this day only been implemented in the nuclear 

industry (Kelechava, 2016). The implementation of these concepts into the oil and gas process 

industry may considerably increase the reliability and control of the valve degradation.  

Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) is one of the concepts used to define industry 4.0 as mentioned 

above. These systems provides the use of data access between the physical process and virtual 

software. “Generally, CPS can be defined as innovative technologies that enable the 

management of interconnected systems through the integration of their physical and 

computational environment.” (Pereira & Romero, 2017, p.  1211) In this thesis the CPS mean 

the communication between the physical process which is the running of the ESD-valve, and 

data gathered from the different sensors mounted on the assembly. This will be the basis for the 

method of increasing valve reliability. The different sensors are explained in further detail in 

section 2.6 and the use of CPS is described further in section 2.7. 
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Another important concept in industry 4.0 is the Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT). There are 

many different definitions of what IIOT is, but for this thesis the following definition will be 

used:  

“A system comprising networked smart object, cyber-physical assets, associated generic 

information technologies and optional cloud or edge computing platforms , which 

enable real time, intelligent and autonomous access, collection, communicating and 

exchange of process, product and/or service information, within the industrial 

environment,…” (Boyes et al., 2017, p.  3-4)  

This concept is important in regard to the reliability of valves because it is important that the 

information gathered from the CPS is available anytime and from anywhere. The data from 

CPS will therefore be uploaded using Open Platform Communication (OPC). OPC presents the 

standards and specification for exchanging of data in the industry, in further detail the 

communication of real-time plant data between for example control devices from different 

manufacturers. It is used in order to gather all the data from different sensors in one single cloud 

database. (OPC, 2019) 

The cloud consists of a vast network of remote servers around the globe which are all connected. 

These may be either private or public. It has many uses, but for this thesis the cloud is used for 

storing and accessing of data needed to carry out analysis on ESD-valves. The biggest 

advantage with cloud-based storage is the fact that the data can be accessed from anywhere at 

any time with internet connection. The servers used are also significantly larger than normal 

computer storage and therefore gives the opportunity to save more data at one single place.   
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2.6 Sensors 

The sensors used in the CPS makes it is possible to routinely record and monitor the 

performance of valve actuator assemblies in the oil and gas process industry. The sensors are 

attached to or nearby the assembly and can provide continuously updated charts of how the 

status of the assembly is at all times (MRC Global, 2019). Below in figure 7. is an illustration 

of an ESD-valve with sensor name and location of sensor. Further description of each sensor is 

presented in section 2.6.1 to 2.6.7. 

 

Figure 7 Overview of ESD-valve with sensors (MRC Global, 2019) 

 

2.6.1 Limit Switch 

The function of a limit switch is to give a confirmation whether a valve is closed or open. This 

information provides both visual and remote electrical indications of the position of the valve. 

This function can help make it possible to detect problems in the valve automation system 

before they turn in to dangerous and/or costly accidents (MRC Global, 2019). 

 Figure 8 Limit switch 
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2.6.2 Pressure Sensor 

The function of the pressure sensors is to measure the static pressure and the sensor is mounted 

in the pressurized area of the solenoid and/or actuator. The limits for the pressure sensor are 

listed below as shown in attachement 1. (MRC Global, 2019) 

 

Figure 9 Pressure Sensor (MRC global, 2019) 

Pressure sensor: 

• Ranges from 3.5 bar to 700 

bars. (51-10,000 psi) 

• Frequency response to 3,5 

kHz 

• mV output 

• Operating temp. -40 to +80°C 

• Accuracy +/- 0,02% FS 

• Overpressure protection at 80 

bars 

 

2.6.3 Strain Sensor 

This sensor provides a number that indicates the torque on the stem. This sensor is mounted 

directly on the yoke and measures the dimensional changes between the valve and the actuator 

by analyzing the force between them. The limits for the strain gauge are listed below as shown 

in attachment 4. (MRC Global, 2019) 

 

Figure 10 Strain Sensor (MRC Global, 2019) 

Strain: 

• High strength titanium epoxy 

• Torque – ball valve 

• ATEX – Ex i 

• Output signal in µV 

• Accuracy +/- 0,01% FS 

• 5000Ω - full bridge 
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2.6.4 Dynamic Leak Sensor 

This sensor is placed in the cavity in both upstream and downstream positions of the valve and 

can give indications if there is leakage between them by measuring the difference in pressure. 

If it detects a leak, then the seal integrity is in question. The limits for the dynamic pressure 

sensor are given below. (MRC Global, 2019) 

 

Figure 11 Dynamic Leak Sensor (MRC Global, 2019) 

Dynamic: 

• Range – Up to 10,000 psi 

• Type: full bridge 

• Resistance - 2000Ω 

• Full scale output 10mV/V 

• Excitation voltage 1-10 volts 

 

2.6.5 Acoustic Leak Sensor 

This sensor also measures leak in the valve. It is mounted on the valve or on the pipe near the 

valve and when the valve is in closed position the acoustic sensor can indicate if there is a leak 

in the valve by measuring if there is any difference in pressure across the valve. The limits for 

the accustic sensor are listed below as shown in attachment 2. (MRC Global, 2019)  

 

Figure 12 Acoustic Leak Sensor (MRC Global, 2019) 

Acoustic sensor: 

• Min. dP for detectable gas 

leakage >1 bar 

• Min. dP for detectable liquid 

leakage >3 bar 

• Valve/pipe surface temperature 

-40 to +225°C 

• Operating temp. -40 to +150°C 

• Flow regimes oil, gas, water, 

multiphase 
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2.6.6 Positioner 

Positioners are placed on a valve to control which position the valve is in. It may also allow the 

operator to remotely open or close the valve by either using a pneumatic or electrical signal. In 

the case of monitoring it is used to compare the position given by the control system to the 

valve’s actual position. (MRC Global, 2019) 

 

2.6.7 Position Transmitter 

A position transmitter transforms the physical position (shown on the positioner) of the valve 

to an electrical signal which gives information or feedback to a computer of what position the 

valve is in. This is often given in form of percentage open or close. The limits for the position 

transmitter are listed below as shown in attachment 3. (MRC Global, 2019) 

 

Figure 13 Position transmitter 

Position transmitter: 

• Signal output Ω 

• Potentiometer 10k Ω 

• Operating temperature -40 to 

+85°C  

• Position read out 
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2.7 Identification of failure using diagnostic systems 

Using CPS such as a valve diagnostic system to monitor the valve actuator assembly reduces 

risk by continuously providing a quantitative assessment of the valve performance. The 

diagnostic system measures and records data at a high data sample rate (up to 4000 measures 

per second), which gives precise and informative data regarding the integrity and condition of 

the assembly during every operation (Hale, 2017). A more in-depth explanation of how the 

valve diagnostic system is set up and the different steps are described in section 2.7.1. The 

process of identifying the failures is done by looking at the graphs generated by the sensor 

datapoints. These graphs are then interpreted and qualitatively assessed in order to figure out if 

there is any ongoing failure mechanism and the location of these. An example of this process 

will be shown in two case studies in section 4.1-4.2. In addition to this, failures may also be 

detected by an automation in a software which detect if for example the measured torque is 

close to the valve MAST (maximum allowed stem torque) value or available torque, so as the 

safety factor is no longer sufficient. This factor is the ratio between the available and used 

actuator force and is often determined by suppliers or companies. This automated alarm does 

not tell you directly what the failure is, only that something is wrong and where to look. 

Therefore, the graphs will still need to be interpreted in order to locate the failure. The use of 

diagnostic system also makes it possible to use normal closing operations as a proof of function 

test instead of scheduling for this to be carried out.  
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2.7.1 Description of Valve Diagnostic system 

The valve diagnostic system consists of sensors that are placed on or near the valve, these 

sensors are connected to a junction box, which also is called a Front End Electronic (FEE). The 

function of the FEE is to house the different electrical components and to provide the 

components with a safety barrier. Further on the FEE is connected to a Read-Out Controller 

(ROC) that interpret the data samples from all the different sensors and makes them readable. 

The ROC is connected to the network so that the interpreted data can be uploaded to private 

database servers, often referred to as the cloud. The stored data in the cloud can then be accessed 

when needed from either a remote desktop or through the client’s maintenance system and get 

introduced into a diagnostic software. The software uses the data points and makes a real-time 

graph which can be analyzed. In addition to this the stored data makes it possible to detect 

trends and could help to predict failures before they even occur. In figure 14 a visual 

representation of this setup is shown.  

 

Figure 14 Valve Diagnostic Tool 
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Figure 15  Overview of valve diagnostic system process 
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Figure 15 in section 2.7.1 shows an overview over the process from monitoring to detecting 

equipment failure when using a valve diagnostic system. To get a better understanding of the 

different steps they are described in further detail below and an overview of the failures and 

which sensor detects them are given in figure 21. 

Monitor and detect 

As mentioned earlier valve diagnostic system uses sensors attached on or near the valve to 

monitor the status of the valve. These sensors measure the torque, pressure, position and the 

leak rate, and by doing so the system can detect, track and monitor the development of the 

different failure mechanisms/causes that eventually may lead to a failure.   

 

Figure 16 Overview of what a valve diagnostic system can monitor 
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Figure 17 Overview of detected failures on valve and which sensor that detects it. 
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Figure 18 Overview of detected failures on actuator and which sensor that detects it. 
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Figure 19 Overview of detected failures on solenoid and which sensor that detects it. 

 

Figure 20 Color code 
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Figure 21 Overview of failures and how to detect them on Valve, Actuator and Solenoid 

 

 

https://hvl365.sharepoint.com/sites/Ex-Aker20/Delte%20dokumenter/Measurement%20points%20for%20PFM.xlsx?web=1
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2.8  Gap 

There are some failure causes that is undetectable without having for example a visual 

inspection of the valve. These failures are presented in figure 21 where it can be shown which 

failures the sensors can or cannot detect.  To get a measurement of how a valve diagnostic 

system performs the Diagnostic Coverage (DC) should be calculated based on figure 21.  

As seen in chapter 2.6.1 to 2.6.7 a description of the sensors is presented with the sensor’s 

abilities and limitations. These limitations are important to consider when using the valve 

diagnostic sensors. 

2.8.1 Diagnostic Coverage 

Diagnostic coverage of safety functions is important because it gives an overview of how many 

percent of the failures are detectable and which failures are undetectable. The definition used 

in this thesis is given below: 

“Diagnostic Coverage (DC) is a measure of the effectiveness of diagnostics, expressed 

as a percentage (DCavg) of a safety function, and is calculated from assessing both the 

total dangerous failure rate and the dangerous detected failure rate for each component 

in the SRP/CS (Safety-related part of a control system)…” (Smith & Simpson, 2016). 

The DC can be calculated either for each individual part or for a complete system, when 

calculating for the whole system it is often referred to as DCavg of all the individual parts. 

There are several ways to calculate this. The formula used in this thesis can be found below in 

Formula 1. and is stated in the IEC 61508-2 Annex C.1. 

𝐷𝐶 =
𝜆𝐷𝐷

𝜆(𝐷𝑈+𝐷𝐷)
=

𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝑈+𝐷𝐷
=

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
    Formula 1. 
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3. Method 

3.1 Theoretical method 

Data collection in this thesis have mainly been gathered through qualitative methods such as 

articles published by MRC, ISO/IEC standards and through published articles on ScienceDirect 

library from WNUAS. Since this is a fairly new subject, there are not a lot of articles in direct 

link to this thesis, but some links have been drawn from parts of other articles to be used in the 

thesis. 

In addition to the articles some data and information have been collected through non-formal 

interviews with MRC global and it has also been gathered experimental quantitative data from 

tests carried out on ESD-valves at MRC global’s test rig described below. 

3.2  Description of experimental test rig for data collection 

The experimental test rig mainly consists of two ESD-valves and one EBD-valve connected 

with pipelines. The pipes are connected to a water pump which can be used to simulate system 

pressure. On the valves it is mounted an actuator pressure sensor, stem strain gauge, positioner 

and a pressure sensor for the system. The test rig-system is run by a fully functional control 

room setup and a computer using valve diagnostic system to continuously analyze the incoming 

data. Figure 22 shows an overview of the test rig.  

 

Figure 22 Overview of test-rig 
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In this thesis it was decided to focus on ESD-valves and the tests was therefore carried out on 

these. Both ESD-valves in the test rig consists of a solenoid valve, scotch-yoke actuator and a 

ball valve (described in detail in section 2.1). The difference between these two valves is that 

valve number one in figure 23 can adjust if the sealing seat should be active or non-active. 

This is done with air pressure which moves the seat to either be in contact with the ball or not. 

Figure 23 shows the two ESD-valves used for the flow test in case study 1 and for all tests in 

case study 2. 

 

Figure 23 Two ESD-valves used to carry out tests 
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4. Results 

In this chapter two case studies are reviewed in order to see how the Cyber-Physical Systems 

come into use in detecting failures and monitoring. The first study shows how flow affect 

different operation parameters and how a failure/degradation may be detected. The second 

study shows how to both detect and identify failure based on valve diagnostic test data. All the 

tests analyzed in this thesis is taken on ESD-valves. 

4.1 Case study 1 

Case study 1 consist of a flow test carried out at the MRC Global test rig and an actuator test 

carried out at a different location. The first case show how flow affects different parameters and 

the second case show how to detect failure on an actuator based only on actuator pressure graph. 

4.1.1 Flow affection on parameters 

Description of test 

In this test different system flow is used to see how this affect a ball valve. With the use of valve 

diagnostic system, we can monitor the pressure in the actuator, stem torque and pressure in 

pipe.  

 

 

Figure 24 Actuator pressure for flow test 
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Section 1: Valve Motion Starts 0,3-1,1 second 

In this section the key performance indicator (KPI) break to close is shown, which is when the 

ball valve overcomes the friction force from the seat and starts to turn. This is when the solenoid 

has lost the electrical current and the pressure in the actuator is released through the solenoid 

exhaust. The spring will start to decompress and close the valve. The flow does not have any 

visually impact on the break to close due to low flow rate.  

Section 2: Valve in Motion and Closing 1,1-2,7 seconds 

In this section the KPI run to close and end to close is shown. Run to close is when the actuator 

spring is decompressing and continuously closing the valve. While run to close there is some 

variation in actuator pressure, this indicates that the system flow in pipe has a small impact on 

the ball valve while closing. The end to close point is when the ball disc has turned 90 degrees 

and into its seat. The differences in end to close is also small, but shown in end to close the 

green and red chart pressure is lower than the blue chart, and this indicates that the flow helps 

the ball valve to fully close as the flow pushes on the ball disc.  

Section 3: Valve Closed 2,7-4,3 seconds 

In this section the actuator spring is fully decompressed, and the ball valve is closed in its seat. 

The drop of actuator pressure is the remaining supply pressure which rapidly is released.  
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Figure 25 System pressure for flow test 

Section 1: Stable System Pressure and Closing Start 0,6-2,0 seconds 

In this section the pipe pressure builds up while closing with flow. When the ball valve closes 

the area through the ball disc will become smaller and smaller the further the valve gets in the 

process of closing. This will increase the pressure in the pipe. When there is no flow there is no 

pressure.  

Section 2: Valve Closed and Period of Stable Closing Pressure 2,0-4,8 seconds 

After the closing peak the pressure stabilizes show in the red chart. Due to higher flow rate in 

the green chart a water hammer occurs before the pressure becomes stabile. Water hammer is 

when the flow bounces back and forth making the pressure vary and occurs when flow suddenly 

stops. 
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Figure 26 Stem torque for flow test 

Section 1: Valve Motion Starts 0,0-1,2 seconds 

In this section there are two factors shown, mechanical delay and break to closing. As the 

actuator spring starts to decompress a mechanical delay will occur as the yoke and stem is 

mechanically connected. The break to close is also shown which is when the ball disc turns out 

of the seat. All three charts are quite similar, which indicates that the flow has low or none 

influence on the torque in this section. 

Section 2: Valve in Motion 1,2-2,6 seconds 

Shown in the chart the torque needed to run to close will differ as the flow increases. The torque 

is somewhat equal to the actuator pressure and as the pressure decreases the torque decreases 

as well. The flow will have some effect on the torque as shown in run to close section. The blue 

chart uses somewhat lower torque to close because there is no flow in the system.  

Section 3: Valve Closing 2,6-3,2 seconds 

As the valve goes into end position it is shown that the torque increase as the ball disc hits the 

seat in all three cases. The difference is close to none in torque while end to close. This would 

have been easier to see if the chart lines was laid on top of each other.  
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Conclusion 

This test uses sensors to monitor the pipe pressure, actuator pressure and strain gauge. Using 

these sensors and a valve diagnostic system makes it is possible to detect both abnormal 

behavior and phenomenon such as water hammer. The flow of water used in this test might 

help the ball valve to close as it pushes on the ball disc, but it will neither damage nor create 

abnormal activities. For an offshore or onshore installed ESD valve with a different medium 

such as oil with gravel, dirt, mud or gas might change the outcome. A change of medium, 

flow and pressure might end to an FTC (fail to close on demand) and DOP (delayed 

operation) as shown in fault three analysis (FTA). (figure 4 & 6) 

 

4.1.2 Detection of failure on an actuator 

 

Figure 27 Actuator pressure for an ESD 

 

This test is taken on an ESD where the blue graph shows the old test and the red graph shown 

a new test taken after repairs. Hence the red chart can be assumed to represent a fully functional 

valve.  
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Section 1: Period of Stable Actuator Pressure 0-8 seconds 

In this section the pressure in the actuator is stable at 205 bar and this is the supply pressure 

when the valve sits fully open and has not yet started to move. Here the values of old vs new 

test are completely the same, this means that the valve is fully open during both tests.  

Section 2: Valve Motion Start 8-10 Seconds 

In this section it shows that the pressure is dropping rapidly, this is when the actuator is releasing 

its pressure and the actuator spring comes into action and the closing movement of the valve 

starts. On both tests there is a bit of a “dip” in the pressure around 8-9 second mark, this is when 

the actuator spring starts to decompress and runs the valve. On the old test the pressure falls 

around 40-50 bars lower than the new test before the spring to takes into action. This indicates 

that the actuator is in need off higher force in order to start the actuator movement (Break to 

close). Also, the old test’s “dip” is bigger than for the new test which indicates that the actuator 

takes longer to start moving. On the blue chart it is a small pressure increase after the actuator 

comes into action, this is probably caused by some extra friction in the motion of the ball valve.  

Section 3: Valve in Motion and Closing 10-14 Seconds 

This section shows the pressure on both tests slowly declining. A difference is shown after 

about 13-14 second mark where the new test suddenly has a drastic pressure decrease, this is 

because the actuator spring has reached the endpoint and valve has then fully closed into the 

seal. On the old test the pressure keeps declining rather slowly, meaning that it takes a longer 

time to reach the end position.  

Section 4: Valve Closed 14-16 Seconds 

The last section shows the old test finally reaching the actuator spring endpoint and fully closes. 

The difference in closing time between the new test and the old test is about two seconds, which 

might be the difference between an accident and safe operation.  

Test conclusion: 

In this test only the sensor for actuator pressure has been used and therefore it is not easy to 

determine where the failure is located before disassembling the valve and actuator. But it is 

still possible to detect that something is not as it should be and that there has been some sort 

of degradation causing a failure mechanism to start occurring. In case study 2 the use of more 

sensors and the analysis of failure cause will be described.   
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4.2 Case Study 2  

Case study 2 is based on test carried out at the MRC Global test rig. The description of this rig 

is given in section 3.2. 

4.2.1 Solenoid failure detection 

Description of test  

To illustrate how a valve will react to a blocked exhaust in the solenoid, a adjusteble needle 

valve was installed. This made it possible to manually adjust the opening of the exhaust of the 

valve and gives an approximation of how a valve diagnostic system can monitor and detect this 

type of solenoid failure. All tests were carried out with no system flow, using actuator pressure 

sensor and strain gauge. 

 

 

Figure 28 Actuator pressure for solenoid failure detection test 

 

The valve is closing when the solenoid has lost its electrical current and the pressure in the 

actuator is released throughout the solenoid exhaust.  

No blockage 0% 

No blockage 0%: This graph shows an normal closing procedure of a valve. With no blockage 

the pressure in the actuator releases with effectivenes out the solenoid exhaust. The valve starts 

to close at around 3 seconds and has a closing time of about 7 seconds in total.  
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Partially blocked 54% 

Due to blockage in the solenoid exhaust the air pressure in the actuator will not release as 

quickly as intended. This results in the piston and the spring moving with a slower pace inside 

the actuator. Since both the breakout and closing torque are at approximatetly the same 

actuatore pressure, the force needed is about the same for no blockage as the partly blocked. 

The difference is that it takes an increased time in order to complete the same steps. Hence the 

valve starts to move after around 8 seconds and closing time of the valve is increased to about 

23 seconds. 

Partially blocked 86% 

As seen in the graph the closing time of the valve has increased to almost 45 seconds. The 

reason for this is the same as for the red graph (partially blocked 54%) just with an increased 

blockage. 

 

 

Figure 29 Stem torque for solenoid failure detection test 

No blockage 0% 

As shown in the graph the torque measured with zero blockage is about 26 nm higher than both 

of the other tests. The peak of torque occurs due to low counterforce as the supply pressure is 
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rapidly bled of through the exhaust. The three different sections at 3-4 seconds, 4-6 seconds 

and 6-27 seconds indicates normal activity in both actuator and ball valve.   

Partially blocked 54% 

To compare the three different tests, the charts is placed on top of each other, hence different 

timelines which is color coded. Looking at the red chart it is shown that the torque is lower than 

the blue chart, this is caused by a blockage acting as a counterforce. Every key performance 

indicator as break to, run to, and end to close takes longer time to achieve due to the blockage 

on the solenoid exhaust. The actuator spring continuously work and pushes on the piston back 

into start position.  

Partially blocked 86%  

The actuator has the same tension and force as in the two other test, but due to blockage the 

supply pressure in the pressure chamber in the actuator cannot evacuate fast enough resulting 

in longer tension intervals.  

Conclusion of failure 

The use of both the pressure and stem torque sensors makes it is possible to identify what and 

where the failure of the solenoid lies. As shown in figure 21 (DC Overview), a failure of blocked 

exhaust is detectable by these sensors. In addition to the sensors used in this test, positioner, 

and position transmitter is also beneficial to strengthen the conclusion. The lengthened torque 

intervals and increased time to reach same steps in the closing process indicates that the failure 

is blocked exhaust, which may lead to the failure mode DOP (Delayed Operation) or in worst 

case scenario Fail to Close on Demand (FTC) as shown in the FTA. (figure 4 & figure 6) 
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4.2.2 Actuator failure detection 

Description for test 

This test was carried out by implementing a leakage in the actuator. The tests were done with 

no leakage, 67% leakage and 80% leakage on the actuator while trying to open the ball valve. 

All tests were done with no system flow, using actuator pressure sensor and strain gauges. 

 

 

Figure 30 Stem torque for actuator failure detection test 

Section 1: Torque Buildup and Valve Motion Starts 0,4-1,8 seconds 

In section 1 it is shown a mechanical delay which occur in the valve actuator assembly while 

the actuator receives the supply pressure and starts to travel. The mechanical delay will cause a 

point where there is almost no force shown in the chart. The break to open torque in all three 

cases will be caused by the friction force between the ball disc and ball seat.  

Section 2: Valve in Motion and Closing 1,8-6,0 seconds 

In the section it is shown that the torque in the red chart has completed both run to open and 

end to open torque and the valve has travelled to open position. The blue and green chart run to 

open torque is much longer and continuous throughout this section because of the leakage in 

the actuator.  
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Section 3: Valve Closed 6,0-10,2 seconds 

The red chart shows a pressure build up at the point where the valve reaches open position. At 

this point the pressure starts to stabilize. There is no indication of leakage in the red chart line 

and is considered a “healthy” valve. The blue and green chart is still struggling to overcome the 

force in the actuator spring and the valve never manages to fully travel to open position. The 

forces needed from the supply pressure is too low to open the valve due to leakage in the 

actuator.  

 

 

Figure 31 Actuator pressure for actuator failure detection test 

Section 1:  Pressure Buildup and Valve Motion Starts 0-2 seconds 

In this section the break to open pressure is shown. This is the pressure needed to turn the ball 

valve out of its seat. The red line has sufficient supply pressure and therefor builds up pressure 

faster. The green and blue line must work for a longer time to get the ball valve out of the ball 

seat and to start travelling, this because of the leakage in the actuator.  
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Section 2: Valve in Motion 2-6 seconds 

Shown in the chart the green and blue are both in run to open phase throughout the whole 

section. The red line is in the run to open phase from 2 to approximately 5 seconds. At this point 

there is a pressure buildup indicating that the valve has started to set into the seat and fully open. 

Section 3: Valve Closed 6-10 seconds 

In this section the red line has a small pressure build up as the valve has finished to travel and 

the supply pressure stabilizes. For the green and blue line, the pressure never gets high enough 

for the valve to travel to open position due to leakage. Shown in chart the run to open pressure 

is too low.  

Conclusion  

With the use of pressure and stem torque sensors it is possible to identify what the failure is and 

where it is located. In addition to the sensors used in this test, visual inspection, acoustic leak 

and positioner would be beneficial to strengthen the conclusion. The lack of pressure and 

increased time indicates an external leakage resulting in a FTO (fail to open on demand) shown 

in the FTA. (figure 4) 
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4.2.3 Valve failure detection 

Description of test: 

This test was carried out on a special type of ESD-valve with adjustable sealing seat as 

described in section 3.2. The test was done in order to see how the valve diagnostic system are 

able to detect an increase in valve friction. It was carried out by running the test with no seat 

active, one seat active and two seats active. All tests were done with no system flow, using 

actuator pressure sensor and strain gauges. 

 

 

Figure 32 Stem torque for valve failure detection test 

Section 1: Torque Buildup and Valve Motion Starts 0-3 seconds 

Looking at the low friction graph (red graph) it is possible to see that the breakout (marked in 

yellow) and closing torque (marked as grey) are rather low and very similar. This is mainly 

because there is almost no friction with no seat active and most of the extra valve friction often 

come for the seats.  

The medium friction (green graph) is done with one seat active and instantly shows an increase 

in both breakout and closing torque. It is also possible to see that the breakout torque is higher 

than the run torque, because of the static friction caused by the seat.  
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The high friction (blue graph) are when both the seats are active and therefore a drastic increase 

in torque required to break the ball free and start the motion is shown. It also shows a 

significantly larger difference between the breakout torque and the run torque compared to the 

two other cases. This is because the static friction is much higher than the dynamic friction. 

Section 2: Valve Closing and Torque stabilizing 3-15 seconds 

In this section the low friction graph has a run torque equal to the closing torque, which again 

is because no seats are active, and the force required to close the valve is therefore the same as 

to run.  

As for the medium friction graph an increase in closing torque is shown. This is because of the 

increased friction between the ball and the seat when the valve fully closes. 

The high friction graph has the same as before a larger increase in torque required to close the 

valve. This is because the friction increases drastically when having two seats active. 

 

 

Figure 33 Actuator pressure for valve failure detection test 
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Section 1: Pressure Drops and Valve Motion Starts 0-2 seconds 

In the first section the pressure drop is equal for all the different tests, but at around 1,6 seconds 

at the point where the valve starts to move a difference is noticeable. In the tests with higher 

friction it is possible to see a lower pressure and in the case of high friction it is also shown a 

“dip” because of the increased friction. This again indicates that the torque required is higher 

as shown in figure 33. Further it is also shown that the run pressure is slightly lowered with the 

increase in friction, this is also because of the increased torque requirement.  

Section: Valve Closing and Pressure drops to Zero 2-6,4 seconds 

In section 2 a difference is shown in the closing pressure. The increase in torque required for 

closing the valve fully can also be seen by the increase in time to reach closing point. After, the 

pressure drops and the valve is fully closed at around 5,5 seconds for all the graphs. 

Conclusion of failure 

The use of both the pressure and stem torque sensors makes it is possible to identify what and 

where the failure of this valve is located. As shown in figure 21 (DC), a failure of increased 

friction is detectable by these sensors. In addition to the sensors used in this test, positioner, and 

position transmitter is also beneficial to strengthen the conclusion. The increase in torque used 

and the lengthened and lowered actuator pressure indicates that this failure is due to high 

friction, which may lead to the failure mode DOP (Delayed Operation) or in worst case to FTC 

(Fail to Close on Demand). (See figure 4 & 6)
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4.2.4 Identification summary of failure causes from case study 2 

T a b l e  2  O v e r v i e w  o f  r e s u l t s  f r o m  c a s e  s t u d y  2  

F a i l u r e  c a u s e  
O p e r a t i n g  

p a r a m e t e r  

D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  

a n o m a l y  
E x a m p l e s  N o t e s  

B l o c k e d  E x h a u s t  

S t e m  T o r q u e  
T o r q u e  a c t i v e  

t i m e  s t r e t c h e d  

 

T h e  a r e a  o f  w h i c h  

t h e  f o r c e  i s  i n  

a f f e c t ,  i s  s t r e c t c h e d  

o u t  a s  s e e n  i n  t h e  

e x a m p l e .  T h i s  i s  

b e c a u s e  t h e  

a c t u a t o r  p r e s s u r e  

r e l e a s e s  s l o w e r ,  

m e a n i n g  t h e  s p r i n g  

n e e d s  t o  w o r k  

l o n g e r .  L e n g t h  o f  

t h e  g r e e n  g r a p h  i s  

2 x  l o n g e r  t h a n  t h e  

r e d .  

A c t u a t o r  

P r e s s u r e  

P r e s s u r e  d r o p s  

s l o w e r  

 

T h e  t i m e  t o  r e a c h  

t h e  s a m e  p o i n t  i n  

t h e  c l o s i n g  p r o c e s s  

t a k e s  l o n g e r  t i m e  a s  

s h o w n .  
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H i g h e r / I n c r e a s e d  

f r i c t i o n  

S t e m  T o r q u e  

I n c r e a s e  i n  t o r q u e  

v a l u e  f o r :  

B r e a k / R u n / E n d  t o  

c l o s e  f o r c e  

 

T h e  t o r q u e  r e q u i r e d  

t o  s t a r t  m o t i o n ,  r u n  

t h e  v a l v e  a n d  c l o s e  

t h e  v a l v e  i s  

i n c r e a s e d  o v e r a l l .  

A c t u a t o r  

P r e s s u r e  

L o w e r  p r e s s u r e  

a n d  i n c r e a s e d  

t i m e  

 

T h e  a c t u a t o r  

p r e s s u r e  i s  l o w e r ,  

a n d  t h e  c l o s i n g  

p o i n t  t a k e s  l o n g e r  

t o  r e a c h  w i t h  a n  

i n c r e a s e  i n  f r i c t i o n .  
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A c t u a t o r  l e a k a g e  

S t e m  T o r q u e  

T o r q u e  n e v e r  

b u i l d s  u p  t o  r e a c h  

t h e  f o r c e  r e q u i r e d  

t o  f u l l y  o p e n  t h e  

v a l v e  

 

B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  

a c t u a t o r  p r e s s u r e  

b e i n g  t o o  l o w ,  t h e  

p i s t o n  w i l l  n o t  h a v e  

e n o u g h  f o r c e  t o  

f u l l y  o p e n  v a l v e .  

A c t u a t o r  

P r e s s u r e  

P r e s s u r e  d o e s  n o t  

b u i l d  u p  a n d  

e v e n s  o u t  a t  t o o  

l o w  p r e s s u r e .  

 

T h e  p r e s s u r e  i n  t h i s  

t e s t  i s  

a p p r o x i m a t e l y  2  

b a r s  t o o  l o w  f o r  

v a l v e  t o  f u l l y  o p e n .  
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5. Discussion 

In this chapter the normative approach of today will be compared versus the method with 

application of industry 4.0 concepts in regard to the valve reliability. The method that provides 

the best comparison is to look at the diagnostic coverage with the current practices of analysis 

valve reliability compared to the use of CPS such as valve diagnostic system.  

5.1 Comparison of diagnostic coverage  

An overview of DC on ESD-valve assemblies is shown in figure 21. The figure shows a total 

of 29 failures, where 21 of these are fully covered by the diagnostic system and five are partly 

covered. In this calculation the fully covered failures are numbered as one and the partly 

covered is numbered as 0,5. Using formula 1. in section 2.8.1 gives the following DC: 

𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑔 =  
𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝑈 + 𝐷𝐷
=  

23,5

29
= 0,8103 ≈ 0,81 

The DC on an ESD-valve based on current practices and no CPS, then figure 21 shows a total 

of five fully covered failures and four partly covered, which gives the following DC:  

𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑔 =  
𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝑈 + 𝐷𝐷
=

7

29
= 0,2413 ≈ 0,24 

A coverage of 82% is defined as “Medium” coverage according to IEC 61508-6 (1997, p.50), 

but compared to the diagnostic coverage of the current practices which is at 24 %, this is a 

significant increase. Hence it is possible to detect more failures, and this results in an increase 

of valve reliability. 
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6. Conclusion and further research 

In this chapter the conclusion in regard to the application of industry 4.0 concepts will be drawn 

and a recommendation for further research is given.  

6.1 Conclusion 

A large part of the safety instrumented systems in the oil & gas industry are valves such as 

ESD-valves. As mentioned earlier the importance of these to maintain their function is vital, 

because they function as safety barriers for prevention of severe accidents. Therefore, the thesis 

focused on the most common failures from OREDA and how the industry 4.0 concepts such as 

CPS and IIOT would help increase the detection of these failures. The two case studies carried 

out during this thesis helps to understand how these concepts will work within the valve 

reliability verification. As seen in case study 1 the use of valve diagnostic systems monitors the 

different operating parameters and gives an indication of the valve performance. The second 

case study shows example of failures and how to detect them and the causes through 

interpreting valve diagnostic data. By comparing the diagnostic coverage with using a valve 

diagnostic system against the normative approach of manual proof of function test, the DC will 

increase by 57%. Based on the case studies and the comparison of DC it can be concluded that 

the implementation of CPS and IIOT in the form of valve diagnostic systems will considerably 

increase the reliability and the detection and localization of failures. 

6.2 Further Research 

For further research it is recommended to look at: 

1. How to improve the automated alarms that may be implemented into the valve 

diagnostic software. 

2. Carry out more tests in order to determine what parameters indicates different failure 

causes. 

3. Look at the implementation of more sensors into the valve diagnostic system in order to 

increase the DC. 

4. How the incoming valve diagnostic data should be organized and stored. 

5. How the implementation will affect the economical aspect. 

6. Create a further link between FTA and overview of sensor coverage 
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Attachment 1 – Actuator Pressure Sensor Datasheet 
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Attachment 2 – Acoustic Leak Sensor Datasheet 
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Attachment 3 – Position Sensor Datasheet 
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Attachment 4 – Strain Gauge Datasheet 
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